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Abstract

Political perspective detection has become an001
increasingly important task that can help com-002
bat echo chambers and political polarization.003
Previous approaches generally focus on lever-004
aging textual content to identify stances, while005
they fail to reason with background knowledge006
or leverage the rich semantic and syntactic tex-007
tual labels in news articles. In light of these008
limitations, we propose KCD, a political per-009
spective detection approach to enable multi-010
hop knowledge reasoning and incorporate tex-011
tual cues as paragraph-level labels. Specifi-012
cally, we firstly generate random walks on ex-013
ternal knowledge graphs and infuse them with014
news text representations. We then construct a015
heterogeneous information network to jointly016
model news content as well as semantic, syn-017
tactic and entity cues in news articles. Finally,018
we adopt relational graph neural networks for019
graph-level representation learning and conduct020
political perspective detection. Extensive exper-021
iments demonstrate that our approach outper-022
forms state-of-the-art methods on two bench-023
mark datasets. We further examine the effect of024
knowledge walks and textual cues and how they025
contribute to our approach’s data efficiency.026

1 Introduction027

Political perspective detection aims to identify ide-028

ological stances of textual data such as social media029

posts and news articles. Previous approaches gen-030

erally leverage the textual content of news articles031

with various text modeling techniques to identify032

stances. Those works (Jiang et al., 2019; Li and033

Goldwasser, 2019, 2021; Feng et al., 2021a) lever-034

aged diversified text models, such as recurrent neu-035

ral networks (Yang et al., 2016), word embedding036

techniques (Pennington et al., 2014; Peters et al.,037

2018), convolutional neural networks (Jiang et al.,038

2019) and pre-trained language models (Devlin039

et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019), to encode news para-040

graphs and classify them into different perspective041
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Figure 1: Multi-hop knowledge reasoning and implicit
textual indicators that facilitate perspective detection.

labels. Later approaches incorporate information 042

sources beyond text to facilitate argument mining 043

and boost task performance. News discussion on 044

social networks (Li and Goldwasser, 2019), social 045

and linguistic information about news articles (Li 046

and Goldwasser, 2021), media sources and infor- 047

mation (Baly et al., 2020) as well as external knowl- 048

edge from knowledge graphs (Feng et al., 2021a) 049

are introduced in the task of political perspective 050

detection and achieve better performance. 051

Although these methods attempted to leverage 052

more than news content, they fail to present a frame- 053

work capable of reasoning with background knowl- 054

edge and leveraging implicit semantic and syntactic 055

indicators such as sentiment and tense of news arti- 056

cles. For example, Figure 1 presents a typical news 057

article from Daily Kos1. This article discusses re- 058

1https://www.dailykos.com/
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marks from the Trump campaign team about Wik-059

ileaks and its effect on Hillary Clinton’s bid for060

president. Individuals often rely on the multi-hop061

reasoning that Clinton and Trump are from oppo-062

site political parties and run against each other to063

inform their perspective analysis process. Besides,064

the negative sentiment expressed in satiric tones065

and the quotation of Trump campaign staff also066

give away the author’s denial and left-leaning per-067

spective. That being said, knowledge reasoning068

and implicit textual indicators are essential in the069

news bias detection process.070

In light of these limitations, we propose a071

political perspective detection framework KCD072

(Knowledge Walks and Textual Cues Enhanced073

Political Perspective Detection). Specifically, KCD074

generates multi-hop knowledge walks, aggregates075

them based on semantic relevance and incorporates076

them in textual representations with multi-head077

attention. KCD then constructs a heterogeneous078

information network to jointly model knowledge-079

enriched news content and diversified textual cues080

as paragraph-level labels. Finally, KCD learns081

graph representations with relational graph neural082

networks and conduct perspective detection with083

different aggregation strategies. Our main contri-084

butions are summarized as follows:085

• We propose knowledge walks, a strategy to in-086

corporate multi-hop knowledge reasoning in tex-087

tual representations for knowledge-aware politi-088

cal perspective detection.089

• We propose to construct a heterogeneous infor-090

mation network to represent news articles, which091

jointly models knowledge-enriched news content092

and implicit textual cues in news articles.093

• Extensive experiments demonstrate that our ap-094

proach consistently outperforms state-of-the-art095

methods on two widely adopted benchmarks.096

Further analysis bears out the necessity of knowl-097

edge walks and textual cues in our approach.098

2 Related Work099

2.1 Political Perspective Detection100

Political perspective detection aims to identify101

the ideological stances of news articles, which is102

widely studied to help strengthen the online infor-103

mation landscape (Li and Goldwasser, 2019) and104

mitigate ideological echo chambers (Li and Gold-105

wasser, 2021; Feng et al., 2021a). Early approaches106

leverage text analysis techniques for bias detection, 107

such as sentiment analysis (Jiang et al., 2011; Wang 108

et al., 2017), bias feature extraction (Horne et al., 109

2018), word embeddings (Jiang et al., 2019; Li and 110

Goldwasser, 2019) and different neural network ar- 111

chitectures (Augenstein et al., 2016; Du et al., 2017; 112

Xu et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2019; 113

Feng et al., 2021b; Li and Goldwasser, 2021; Feng 114

et al., 2021a). In addition to textual content of news 115

articles, social media users also become the focus 116

of perspective detection research (Bel-Enguix et al., 117

2021). User interactions (Magdy et al., 2016), user 118

clustering (Darwish et al., 2020), and label propa- 119

gation (Stefanov et al., 2020) are leveraged to iden- 120

tify the ideological preferences on social media. 121

Fusing both news text and social network analy- 122

sis directions, Li and Goldwasser (2019) propose 123

to enrich news text with the content and structure 124

of social media discussions about these news arti- 125

cles. Recent state-of-the-art approaches chart a new 126

path by incorporating social and political external 127

knowledge into stance detection. Baly et al. (2020) 128

propose adversarial media adaptation and leverage 129

source background knowledge for political perspec- 130

tive detection. Li and Goldwasser (2021) combine 131

language encoders with pre-training tasks of social 132

and linguistic information. Feng et al. (2021a) pro- 133

pose to construct and leverage political knowledge 134

graphs as domain-specific external knowledge. In 135

this paper, we build on these works to examine 136

and explore the effect of multi-hop knowledge rea- 137

soning and diversified textual cues in the task of 138

political perspective detection. 139

2.2 Knowledge Graph in NLP 140

Knowledge graphs (KGs) are effective representa- 141

tions of real-world entities, relations, and knowl- 142

edge. Generic (Fellbaum, 2010; Tanon et al., 2020; 143

Bollacker et al., 2008; Speer et al., 2017) and 144

domain-specific KGs (Feng et al., 2021a; Chang 145

et al., 2020) are widely adopted in NLP tasks as 146

external knowledge sources. These approaches 147

could mainly be categorized into feature extraction, 148

language model and graph-based methods. For 149

feature extraction approaches, KG embedding tech- 150

nique TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) is leveraged to 151

learn features for knowledge injecton (Ostendorff 152

et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2021). For language model 153

approaches, the adapter architecture is leveraged 154

to fine-tune on KG-related tasks (Majewska et al., 155

2020; Meng et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2021). In ad- 156
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed framework KCD.

dition, Wang et al. (2021) propose a unified model157

to combine knowledge embedding with language158

representation pre-training. For graph-based ap-159

proaches, KG entities and relations are injected into160

graphs and heterogeneous information networks161

(Hu et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2021a; Lu et al., 2021).162

Graph neural networks are then adopted to learn163

knowledge-aware text representations. In this pa-164

per, we propose knowledge walk, a novel strategy165

to infuse multi-hop knowledge reasoning into lan-166

guage representations and apply them in political167

perspective detection.168

3 Methodology169

Figure 2 presents an overview of our proposed170

political perspective detection framework KCD171

(Knowledge Walks and Textual Cues Enhanced Po-172

litical Perspective Detection). We firstly generate173

knowledge walks on the external knowledge graph.174

These knowledge walks are then selected based on175

semantic relevance and injected into textual rep-176

resentations with multi-head attention. We then177

construct a heterogeneous information network to178

jointly model knowledge-enriched news content179

and diversified textual cues as paragraph-level la-180

bels and supernodes. Finally, we adopt relational181

graph neural networks and different aggregation182

strategies to learn graph-level representation and183

conduct political perspective detection.184

3.1 Knowledge Walks and Infusion185

We firstly propose the novel strategy of knowl-186

edge walks and combine them with textual rep-187

resentations to enable multi-hop knowledge rea-188

soning. We partition an n-paragraph news docu-189

ment into different paragraphs and denote them as 190

S = {s1, ..., sn}. We encode each paragraph with 191

pre-trained RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019): 192

vsi = RoBERTa(si), 1 ≤ i ≤ n (1) 193

We use a political knowledge graph2 as external 194

knowledge for perspective detection. Let the i- 195

th triple in the knowledge graph be (eih, ri, eit), 196

where eih and eit denote the head and tail entity 197

and ri represents the relation of the i-th triple. 198

3.1.1 Knowledge Walk Generation 199

We firstly use TagMe (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2011) 200

to identify mentioned KG entities in each paragraph 201

si. For each mentioned entity, we use it as the 202

starting point e(0) in a K-hop knowledge walk: 203

kwi = {e(0), r0,1, e(1), ..., rK−1,K , e(K)} (2) 204

where e(i−1) and ri−1,i denote the i-th triple’s head 205

entity and relation. Specifically, a knowledge walk 206

is generated by adopting biased random walk of 207

length K starting from e(0). The conditional prob- 208

ability of arriving at e(i) from e(i−1) through ri−1,i 209

is formulated as 210

P (e(i)|e(i−1), ri−1,i) =
exp(p(ri−1,i))∑|Nr(i−1)|

j=1 exp(p(rj))
(3) 211

where Nr(i− 1) denotes the neighboring relations 212

of e(i−1), p(r) is the importance score of KG rela- 213

tion r, which could be tuned by domain experts for 214

human-in-the-loop knowledge walk generation. In 215

2https://github.com/BunsenFeng/news_stance_detection
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this way, we generate multiple knowledge walks216

for each paragraph based on its mentioned entities,217

which models the multi-hop reasoning process with218

external knowledge.219

3.1.2 Semantic-Guided Selection220

After obtaining multiple knowledge walks for a221

single news paragraph, we propose a selection and222

aggregation process guided by text semantics to223

differentiate essential knowledge walks from the224

irrelevant ones. We firstly transform each knowl-225

edge walk kwi into a sentence ti by concatenating226

the textual description of entities and relations. We227

then encode the knowledge walk sentence ti with228

pre-trained RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019):229

vki = RoBERTa(ti) (4)230

Suppose a total of m knowledge walks231

{kwi,j}mj=1 are generated for paragraph si, we then232

aggregate their knowledge walk sentence embed-233

dings {vki,j}mj=1 as follows:234

vpi =
m∑
j=1

exp(α · vki,j)∑m
q=1 exp(α · vki,q)

vki,j (5)235

where α denotes the learnable attention vector236

guided by paragraph semantics:237

α = ϕ(Wav
s
i + ba) (6)238

where Wa and ba are learnable parameters of the239

attention module and we use Leaky-ReLU for ϕ. In240

this way, we aggregate m knowledge walks based241

on semantic relevance to the paragraph to filter and242

retain important knowledge reasoning paths.243

3.1.3 Knowledge Infusion244

After representing multi-hop knowledge reasoning245

for paragraph si with vpi , we conduct document-246

wise multi-head self-attention to infuse knowledge247

walks into textaul representations vsi . We concate-248

nate knowledge walk and text representations:249

T = concat([vs1, v
p
1 , ..., v

s
n, v

p
n]) (7)250

where T is the input for multi-head self-attention:251

T̃ = MultiHead(Q,K, V ) (8)252

where Q = K = V = T and the output T̃ =253

concat([ṽs1, ṽ
p
1 , ..., ṽ

s
n, ṽ

p
n]). In this way, we ob-254

tain language representations of news paragraphs255

{ṽsi }ni=1, which jointly models textual content and256

related multi-hop knowledge reasoning paths.257

3.2 Textual Cues and Graph Construction 258

We construct a heterogeneous information network 259

(HIN) as in Figure 2 “Graph Construction“ to 260

jointly represent knowledge-enriched news con- 261

tent and diversified textual cues in news articles. 262

Specifically, we use paragraph nodes to represent 263

the news content and connect them with different 264

paragraph-level labels with heterogeneous edges. 265

Firstly, for paragraph nodes: 266

V1 and R1: Paragraph Nodes We use one node in 267

V1 to represent each paragraph in the news ar- 268

ticle to partition the entire document and allow 269

fine-grained analysis. We adopt the knowledge- 270

enriched representations {ṽsi }ni=1 in Section 3.1 as 271

initial node features for V1. We then use relation 272

R1 to connect adjacent paragraphs to preserve the 273

original flow of the news article. 274

3.2.1 Semantic Cues 275

We further analyze the topic and sentiment of news 276

paragraphs, extract paragraph-level labels and in- 277

ject them into our news HIN structure. 278

V2 and R2: Topic Cues The topics and frequent 279

topic switching in news articles often give away 280

the stance and argument of authors. We train LDA 281

to extract the topics in each political perspective 282

detection corpus and use one node to represent 283

each topic. We then encode the topic text with pre- 284

trained RoBERTa as node attributes. We then use 285

R2 to connect each paragraph node in V1 with its 286

affiliated topic node in V2 with the help of Bert- 287

Topic (Grootendorst, 2020). 288

V3 and R3: Sentiment Cues The sentiment of 289

news articles signal the authors’ approval or de- 290

nial, which helps identify their stances towards 291

individuals and issues. We use two nodes to repre- 292

sent positive and negative sentiment and we make 293

their node attributes learnable. We then conduct 294

sentiment analysis (Wolf et al., 2020) to identify 295

paragraph sentiment and use R3 to connect V1 296

with their corresponding sentiment nodes in V3. 297

3.2.2 Syntactic Cues 298

Apart from semantic cues, syntactic information 299

in news articles also contribute to the perspective 300

analysis process (Dutta et al., 2022). In light of 301

this, we analyze the tense of news paragraphs and 302

whether it contains direct quotation and use them 303

as paragraph-level labels in our constructed HIN. 304

V4 and R4: Tense Cues The tense of news para- 305

graphs helps separate facts from opinions. For 306

example, simple past tense often indicates factual 307
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statements while simple future tense suggests opin-308

ions and projections that might not be factual. We309

use 17 nodes in V4 to represent 17 possible tenses310

in our constructed news HIN. We use NLTK (Bird311

et al., 2009) to extract paragraph tenses and use R4312

to connect paragraph nodes in V1 with V4.313

V5 and R5: Quotation Cues It is common for au-314

thors to directly quote others’ words in news ar-315

ticles, which helps to identify the basis of the au-316

thor’s argument. We use two nodes to differentiate317

between whether a news paragraph quotes someone318

or not. Specifically, we identify quotation marks in319

news paragraphs and use R6 to connect V1 with320

V6 based on whether direct quotation is detected.321

3.2.3 Entity Cues322

V6 and R6: Entity Cues We follow previous323

works (Feng et al., 2021a; Hu et al., 2021) to324

use one node to represent each entity in the325

external knowledge graph. We adopt TransE326

(Bordes et al., 2013) to learn knowledge graph327

embeddings and use them as initial node features328

for V6. We then adopt Tagme (Ferragina and329

Scaiella, 2011) to align news paragraphs with their330

mentioned entities and use R6 to connect V1 with331

V6 correspondingly.332

In this way, we obtain a heterogeneous infor-333

mation network for news articles that jointly mod-334

els knowledge-enriched news content and diversi-335

fied textual cues in news articles. Our approach336

could be similarly extended to other textual cues337

and paragraph-level labels that would be helpful in338

political perspective detection and related tasks.339

3.3 Learning and Optimization340

Upon obtaining the news HINs, we adopt rela-341

tional graph neural networks for representation342

learning and conduct political perspective detec-343

tion as graph-level classification. Specifically, we344

follow Feng et al. (2021a) and use gated R-GCN to345

ensure a fair comparison and highlight the effective-346

ness of knowledge walks and textual cues. After347

L layers of gated R-GCN, we denote the learned348

node representations as v and obtain graph-level349

representation vg with three different aggregation350

strategies: Paragraph Average (PA), Cue Average351

(CA) and Global Average (GA):352

vg =


1

|V1|
∑

v∈V1 v if Paragraph Average;
1

|V−V1|
∑

v/∈V1 v if Cue Average;
1
|V|

∑
v∈V v if Global Average.

(9)353

Hyperparameter Value

GNN input size 768
GNN hidden size 512
GNN layer L 2
# epoch 150
batch size 16
dropout 0.6
# knowledge walk 30,114
p(r) in Equ. (3) constant c
# head in Equ. (8) SE: 8, AS: 32
λ in Equ. (11) 1e-4
learning rate 1e-3
lr_scheduler_patience 20
lr_scheduler_step 0.1
# early stop epoch 40

Table 1: Hyperparameter settings of KCD. SE and AS
denote the datasets SemEval and Allsides.

where V =
⋃6

i=1 Vi represents the set of all nodes 354

in our HIN. We then transform the graph-level rep- 355

resentation vg with a softmax layer and classify 356

news articles into perspective labels: 357

ŷ = softmax(Wo · vg + bo) (10) 358

where Wo and bo are learnable parameters and ŷ is 359

our model’s prediction. The loss function of our 360

method is as follows: 361

L = −
Y∑
i=1

yilog(ŷi) + λ
∑
w∈θ

w2 (11) 362

where Y is the number of stance labels, the one- 363

hot vector y = {y1, ..., yY } denotes ground-truth 364

annotation, θ is the set of learnable parameters and 365

λ is the regularization factor. 366

4 Experiments 367

4.1 Dataset 368

We make use of two real-world political perspective 369

detection datasets SemEval (Kiesel et al., 2019) 370

and Allsides (Li and Goldwasser, 2019), which are 371

widely adopted in various previous works (Li and 372

Goldwasser, 2019, 2021; Feng et al., 2021a). We 373

follow the same evaluation settings as in previous 374

works so that our results are directly comparable. 375

Section B in the appendix provides more dataset 376

details to facilitate reproduction. 377
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4.2 Baselines378

We compare KCD with the following competitive379

baselines and state-of-the-art methods:380

• CNN (Jiang et al., 2019) is the first-place solu-381

tion in the SemEval 2019 Task 4 contest (Kiesel382

et al., 2019). It combines convolutional neural383

networks with Glove (Jiang et al., 2019) and384

ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) for political perspec-385

tive detection on the SemEval dataset.386

• HLSTM (Yang et al., 2016) is short for hierar-387

chical long short-term memory networks. Li and388

Goldwasser (2019) uses HLSTMs and different389

word embeddings for news bias detection.390

• HLSTM_Embed and HLSTM_Output (Li and391

Goldwasser, 2021) leverage entity information392

with masked entity models in addition to news393

content for political perspective detection.394

• Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pen-395

nington et al., 2014), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),396

pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and397

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) are leveraged by398

Feng et al. (2021a) as textual features and po-399

litical perspective detection is further conducted400

with two fully connected layers.401

• MAN (Li and Goldwasser, 2021) incorporates so-402

cial and linguistic information with pre-training403

tasks and conducts fine-tuning on the task of po-404

litical perspective detection.405

• KGAP (Feng et al., 2021a), short for Knowledge406

Graph Augmented Political perspective detec-407

tion, leverages knowledge graphs and graph neu-408

ral networks for a knowledge-aware approach.409

We compare our gated R-GCN based approach410

with KGAP’s gated R-GCN setting.411

4.3 Implementation412

We implement our KCD framework with pytorch413

(Paszke et al., 2019), pytorch lightning (Falcon414

and The PyTorch Lightning team, 2019), pytorch415

geometric (Fey and Lenssen, 2019) and the trans-416

formers library (Wolf et al., 2020). We present our417

hyperparameter settings in Table 1 to facilitate re-418

production. We adhere to these settings throughout419

all experiments in the paper unless stated other-420

wise. Our implementation is trained on a Titan X421

GPU with 12GB memory. We commit to make our422

code and data publicly available upon acceptance423

to facilitate reproduction.424

Method Setting SemEval AllSides
Acc MaF Acc MaF

CNN GloVe 79.63 N/A N/A N/A
ELMo 84.04 N/A N/A N/A

HLSTM

GloVe 81.58 N/A N/A N/A
ELMo 83.28 N/A N/A N/A
Embed 81.71 N/A 76.45 74.95
Output 81.25 N/A 76.66 75.39

Text Model

Word2Vec 70.27 39.37 48.58 34.33
GloVe 80.71 63.64 71.01 69.81
ELMo 86.78 80.46 81.97 81.15
BERT 86.92 80.71 82.46 81.77
RoBERTa 87.08 81.34 85.35 84.85

MAN
GloVe 81.58 79.29 78.29 76.96
ELMo 84.66 83.09 81.41 80.44
Ensemble 86.21 84.33 85.00 84.25

KGAP GRGCN 89.56 84.94 86.02 85.52

KCD
GA 88.52 84.13 86.02 85.53
CA 89.77 85.26 81.28 80.39
PA 90.87 87.87 87.38 87.14

Table 2: Political perspective detection performance on
two benchmark datasets. Acc and MaF denote accuracy
and macro-averaged F1-score. N/A indicates that the
result is not reported in previous works.

4.4 Experiment Results 425

We present model performance on two benchmark 426

datasets in Table 2, which demonstrates that 427

• KCD, especially with the PA aggregation strat- 428

egy, consistently outperforms state-of-the-art 429

methods on both benchmark datasets. 430

• KGAP and KCD, which incorporate knowledge 431

graphs, outperform other baselines. This indi- 432

cates that external knowledge is essential in pro- 433

viding background information and political con- 434

text to analyze ideological perspectives. 435

• PA outperforms CA and GA on both datasets, 436

which suggest the aggregation strategy is impor- 437

tant and paragraph nodes should be the focus in 438

our heterogeneous information networks. 439

In the following, we examine the effect of knowl- 440

edge walks and textual cues in our approach. We 441

also explore how our approach performs with lim- 442

ited data compared to baseline methods. 443

4.5 Knowledge Walks Study 444

We propose knowledge walks, an approach to con- 445

duct multi-hop reasoning on knowledge graphs and 446

inject them into textual representations. We study 447

the effect of knowledge walk length and knowledge 448

infusion strategies on our model’s performance. 449
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Figure 3: Our approach’s performance when the maxi-
mum length of knowledge walk generation is specified
from 1 to 10 knowledge graph triples.

4.5.1 Knowledge Walks Length450

Our proposed knowledge walks could be of any451

length, where shorter walks provide more con-452

densed knowledge and longer walks provide more453

diverse knowledge. To examine the effect of knowl-454

edge walk length, we generate 5,0883 knowledge455

walks of 1 to 10 triples and present model per-456

formance in Figure 3. It is illustrated that longer457

knowledge walks (8 or 9 for SemEval, 7 or 8 for458

Allsides) perform better than shorter ones, indicat-459

ing the necessity of multi-hop knowledge reasoning460

in the task of political perspective detection.461

4.5.2 Knowledge Infusion Strategy462

We propose a two-step approach to infuse multi-463

hop knowledge reasoning into textual representa-464

tions of news articles:465

• First Aggregation: We firstly aggregate different466

generated knowledge walks based on semantic467

relevance in Equ. (5) and Equ. (6).468

• Second Aggregation: We then use multi-head469

attention to aggregate all paragraphs and knowl-470

edge representations with Equ. (7) and Equ. (8).471

To examine the effect of our knowledge infusion472

strategy, we substitute these two aggregation steps473

with different multi-head attention settings as well474

as max and average pooling. Results in Figure 4475

demonstrate significant performance difference on476

the horizontal axis. This suggests that our seman-477

tic relevance-based knowledge walks aggregation478

strategy in Equ. (5) and Equ. (6) successfully filters479

out irrelevant knowledge reasoning and contributes480

to model performance. Besides, according to the481

3so that there is a knowledge walk beginning with every
possible (entity, relation) in the knowledge graph.

Ours h8 h4 h2 h1 mp ap

Acc

h16

h8
(Ours)

h4

h2

h1

mp

ap

87.60 89.30 88.99 88.83 87.59 84.82 84.66

90.87 87.75 87.13 86.05 87.59 82.81 84.04

88.22 88.53 87.13 87.60 88.54 84.65 83.58

87.29 88.38 88.22 87.76 86.68 86.68 83.27

87.75 88.68 86.99 87.91 86.82 84.99 84.97

88.06 88.06 87.91 87.76 88.37 82.81 83.73

88.22 88.53 88.53 89.45 88.84 84.36 83.58

SemEval
Ours h8 h4 h2 h1 mp ap

Acc

h32
(Ours)

h8

h4

h2

h1

mp

ap

87.38 85.73 84.78 83.62 79.14 63.03 57.75

85.93 82.21 84.87 72.29 66.06 78.72 59.35

85.21 84.53 84.19 80.20 82.77 78.81 76.75

81.93 85.76 85.33 84.41 84.06 81.26 69.56

85.76 72.07 84.56 82.52 79.50 77.87 67.96

86.35 84.43 84.30 74.09 77.09 72.18 69.75

85.70 85.60 83.56 84.81 75.15 74.19 72.14

Allsides

Ours h8 h4 h2 h1 mp ap

MaF

h16

h8
(Ours)

h4

h2

h1

mp

ap

82.53 84.51 84.69 84.25 82.33 77.04 77.83

87.87 82.57 81.53 80.57 82.65 76.27 77.60

83.07 83.16 81.11 82.17 83.64 74.57 77.39

82.20 83.27 83.38 82.50 80.28 80.86 76.06

82.56 84.09 80.40 82.69 81.46 78.46 79.58

82.31 83.21 82.87 81.99 83.72 75.95 77.08

83.70 84.15 83.40 85.22 84.47 77.50 77.14

SemEval
Ours h8 h4 h2 h1 mp ap

MaF

h32
(Ours)

h8

h4

h2

h1

mp

ap

87.14 85.10 84.18 83.10 78.51 62.33 54.00

85.46 81.50 84.32 67.33 61.12 77.88 56.88

84.69 83.97 83.65 79.68 82.12 78.05 76.04

81.26 85.19 85.33 84.41 83.31 80.50 66.86

85.18 67.04 83.98 82.01 79.07 76.92 64.66

85.83 83.86 83.61 73.35 76.33 71.10 67.71

85.09 85.05 83.02 84.24 74.60 73.30 71.42

Allsides

Figure 4: Model performance with different knowledge
infusion strategies at two aggregation steps. The hori-
zontal and vertical axis represent the first and second
aggregation. hk denotes for multi-head attention with k
heads, mp and ap stand for max and average pooling.

vertical axis, our adopted multi-head attention in 482

Equ. (7) and Equ. (8) is generally effective and 483

does not rely on specific attention head settings. 484

4.6 Textual Cue Study 485

We propose to leverage semantic, syntactic and en- 486

tity textual cues as paragraph-level labels to lever- 487

age implicit indicators in news articles for political 488

perspective detection. To examine the effectiveness 489

of these textual cues, we randomly remove them 490

with probability p and present model performance 491

in Figure 5. It is illustrated that: 492

• A performance boost is observed between 0% 493

and 100% for all five textual cues, suggesting the 494

necessity of modeling implicit textual indicators. 495

Besides, adding only part of textual cues some- 496

times leads to a decrease in performance, which 497

implies that incomplete cues may be counter- 498

productive. 499

• Among five different cues, entity and quotation 500

cues contribute more to model performance than 501

others. This suggests some implicit textual cues 502

are more important than others in analyzing the 503

ideological perspectives of news articles. 504

• The effect of textual cues is larger on the dataset 505

SemEval, which is significantly smaller than All- 506

sides. This suggests that we alleviate the data- 507

hungry problem by introducing diversified tex- 508
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Figure 5: Model performance when five different types of textual cues are gradually removed.

tual cues as paragraph-level labels and contribute509

to model performance.510

4.7 Data Efficiency Study511

As Li and Goldwasser (2021) point out, supervised512

data annotations could be difficult and expensive to513

obtain for the task of political perspective detection514

in news media. Our proposed knowledge walks515

and textual cues serve as additional information516

and might help mitigate this issue. To examine517

whether we have achieved this end, we train KCD,518

kGAP (Feng et al., 2021a) as well as various text519

models with reduced training sets of SemEval and520

Allsides. Results in Figure 6 demonstrate that521

• KCD has better data efficiency and achieves522

steady performance with smaller training sets.523

This observation is especially salient on Allsides524

where the news articles are longer (Li and Gold-525

wasser, 2021), thus more knowledge walks and526

textual cues could be extracted and incorporated527

to alleviate data dependence.528

• Both KCD and KGAP leverage external knowl-529

edge and are more robust to reduced datasets.530

Our approach further leverages textual cues and531

has better data deficiency. This suggests a solu-532

tion to limited data could be incorporating infor-533

mation in addition to news content.534

• With only 10% training set, KCD outperforms535

all baselines by at least 5.68% and 9.71% in ac-536

curacy on two datasets. This suggests that our ap-537

proach is simple, effective, and not data-hungry538

under limited data settings.539
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Figure 6: Model performance when KCD and various
competitive baselines are trained with 10% to 100% of
the training set on SemEval and Allsides.

5 Conclusion 540

In this paper,we propose KCD, a political perspec- 541

tive detection approach that reasons with multi-hop 542

external knowledge and leverages diversified im- 543

plicit textual indicators. We firstly generate multi- 544

hop knowledge walks, dynamically aggregate them 545

based on semantic relevance and infuse into news 546

text representations. We then construct a het- 547

erogeneous information network to jointly model 548

knowledge-enriched news content and diversified 549

textual cues as paragraph-level labels. Finally, we 550

learn graph representations with relational graph 551

neural networks under different aggregation set- 552

tings and conduct political perspective detection as 553

graph-level classification. Extensive experiments 554

demonstrate that our approach consistently outper- 555

forms state-of-the-art baselines on two benchmark 556

datasets. Further experiments also bear out the 557

necessity of knowledge walks and textual cues in 558

modeling political perspectives in news media. 559
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A Limitations778

Our proposed model has two minor limitations:779

• We propose to model news articles with hetero-780

geneous information networks. This graph-based781

approach might not fit well with shorter news arti-782

cles with only a few paragraphs. This issue might783

be addressed by using sentence nodes instead of784

paragraph nodes for shorter articles.785

• For very large knowledge graphs with many dif-786

ferent types of relations, it might be hard for do-787

main experts to help set p(r) for every knowledge788

graph relation. This issue might be addressed by789

only setting a larger p(r) for several important790

rs according to domain expert.791

B Dataset Details792

We used the same datasets as in previous works (Li793

and Goldwasser, 2019, 2021; Feng et al., 2021a),794

namely SemEval (Kiesel et al., 2019) and Allsides795

(Li and Goldwasser, 2019). We follow the same796

10-fold setting for SemEval and 3-fold setting for797

Allsides (Li and Goldwasser, 2021). We use the798

exact same folds so that the results are directly com-799

parable. A minor difference would be that we have800

to discard a few news articles on Allsides since801

their urls have expired and we could not retrieve802

their original news article. We report the statistical803

information of SemEval and Allsides in Table 3.804

C Computation Details805

C.1 Computational Resources806

Our proposed approach has a total of 7.8M learn-807

able parameters. It takes approximately 0.7 and 1.6808

GPU hours to train our approach on two datasets809

respectively. We train our model on one Titan X810

GPU with 12GB memory.811

C.2 Experiment Runs812

We run our approach with three different aggrega-813

tion strategies five times and report the average814

accuracy and macro F1-score in Table 2. For exper-815

iments in Section 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, we do not have816

enough computational resources to run five times,817

thus we report the performance of a single run.818

D Scientific Artifact Usage819

We provide additional details about used scientific820

artifacts and specifically how we used them.821

Dataset # Articles # Class Class Distribution

SemEval 645 2 407 / 238
Allsides 10,385 3 4,164 / 3,931 / 2,290

Table 3: Details of two datasets SemEval and Allsides.

• NLTK (Bird et al., 2009): We use NLTK to ex- 822

tract the tense of news articles. Specifically, we 823

first use NLTK POS-tagger to process new para- 824

graphs and attach speech tag to each word. Then 825

we align verb tags with NLTK tagset to identify 826

the tense of paragraphs. 827

• BertTopic (Grootendorst, 2020): We use Bert- 828

Topic to mine the topics of news corpus. Specif- 829

ically, we use BertTopic topic model to learn 830

dataset-specific topic models. For SemEval we 831

obtained 197 topics and for Allsides we obtained 832

1225 topics. Next, we predict topics for each 833

news paragraph. Each topic consists of ten topic 834

words with scores and we select the top five to 835

serve as the news paragraph’s topic. 836

• Huggingface Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020): 837

We use the pipeline module for sentiment analy- 838

sis. Specifically, we use the sentiment analysis 839

API in the text classification pipeline to generate 840

a sentiment label and score for news paragraphs. 841

We then use the sentiment label as the sentiment 842

cues for news paragraphs. 843

• TagMe (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2011): We use 844

TagMe to align news articles with entities in the 845

knowledge graph. Specifically, we use TagMe to 846

annotate named entities in news paragraphs and 847

save the entities with a score higher than 0.1 for 848

further alignment. We then calculate the similar- 849

ity score between TagMe annotated entities and 850

political knowledge graph entities. We recognize 851

the entities with a score higher than 0.9 as entity 852

cues in our constructed HIN. 853

• Political knowledge graph (Feng et al., 2021a): 854

We use the political knowledge graph collected 855

in Feng et al. (2021a) for external knowledge in 856

political perspective detection. 857

• OpenKE (Han et al., 2018): We use OpenKE 858

to train TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) knowledge 859

graph embeddings for the political knowledge 860

graph. Specifically, we set the TransE hidden 861

size to 768 and train the model with other default 862

hyperparameters in OpenKE. 863
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